Introduction
Despite the well-documented patriarchal restrictions
placed upon the composition of Renaissance women writers,
Æmilia Lanyer wrote -- both within and against the strictures
that bound women to translations of religious works and other
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forms of devotional writing -- Salve Deus Rex Judæorum, an
ideologically subversive poem of some 3000 lines extolling
the virtue of women and codifying the perfidy of men.
Barbara Lewaliski correctly includes Lanyer in “the most
articulate female voices of the era, women who [have found]
impressive literary means to contest the place assigned them
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in Jacobean patriarchal culture,” who resist “its usual
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construct of women as chaste, silent, and obedient,” women
who
rewrite discourses which repress or diminish
women -- patriarchy, gender hierarchy,
Petrarchanism, Pauline marriage theory, and
more -- by redefining or extending their terms,
4
or infusing them with new meaning . . . .

Lewalski further notes that the Salve Deus “disrupts our
genre expectations for a meditation on or narrative of
Christ’s Passion by its insistent subtext contrasting the
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good women associated with Christ’s Passion to the evil men.”
Susanne Woods suggests the work “has no generic predecessor
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among English women poets.”

They are both correct.

The

Salve Deus is not a mediation or religious narrative, nor did
English women poets write its generic predecessors:
1

the

Salve Deus fulfills the genre expectations for epic, and its
generic predecessors were written by men.
Lanyer’s poem may be the first epic published in modern
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English;

it is certainly the first epic ever published by an

Englishwoman.

I base my assertion largely upon the works of

Torquato Tasso, the first poet to produce an epic poem in a
modern European language, whose rhetorical works -- Discorsi

dell ‘Arte Poetica and Discorsi del Poema Eroica, which
painstakingly examine epic structure and intent -- and whose
epic, Gerusalemma Liberata, were available in England by
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1580.

Not only does Lanyer appropriate and adapt the
historically male epic form in the writing of Salve Deus Rex

Judæorum, but within the strictures of contemporary literary
convention and of patriarchal society at large, she submits a
formal prose argument “To the Vertuous Reader,” in which she
admonishes women to abandon internalized patriarchal
perceptions.

Like male Renaissance rhetors, she follows
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10

Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintillian

as she structures this

classical epideictic oration, in which she suggests the
seditious notion of equality between the sexes.
In the surreal, visually suggestive “Author’s Dreame to
the Ladie Marie,” Lanyer combines conventional masque
metaphor and image with scriptural “history” to introduce the
equally subversive ideology of democracy, wherein inherent
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divisions between aristocracy and plebiscite vanish.

As King

James’s Danish queen Anna uses what Jersey Limon calls “the
sacred space” of masques to invert patriarchal ideology, so
Lanyer uses the verbal recreation of images set free in that
“sacred space” to subvert feudal class structure.
While adhering strictly to Tasso’s guidelines, she
creates a trans-generic epic, a poetic endeavor of heroic
proportion that incorporates many of the rhetorical and
poetic modes popular during the Tudor/Stuart reigns.
Lanyer’s “little booke,” then, must be seen as a portfolio of
the artist’s best work, to be presented -- as it was
presented -- to the reigning literary power brokers, an
appeal to the legitimating authority of the Renaissance
feminine literati.

Lanyer, in Salve Deus Rex Judæorum and in

its dedications, presents her subversive arguments to the
most powerful women of James I’s reign.

Her straightforward

attempt to break into male patronage circles is evinced not
only by direct pleas to her would-be patrons, but by the
nature and structure of the book itself, which is a catalogue
of rhetorical expertise.

This portfolio, written in varying

poetic and prose forms, has been carefully prepared to
showcase Lanyer’s extensive rhetorical prowess.

Among its

generic and stylistic varieties are sections written in
Aristotelian prose argument, dream vision, rhyme royale,
heroic couplet, heroic quatrain, and the title poem itself,
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“Salve Deus,” written, as was Tasso’s epic, Gerusalemme

Liberata, in ottava rima.
Salve Deus Rex Judæorum may be seen in its subject and
composition as an epic, the first published by an
Englishwoman and one of the first in modern English.
Further, I suggest that Lanyer intended her epic to be a
portfolio, a vehicle by which she could display her
rhetorical talents to patrons, and that she, rather than
“feminize” accepted contemporary structures, inherently
masculine structures, adopted them as they were and used them
to present her distinctly feminine message:
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liberty again.”

4

“Let us have our
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